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TenderSpace awarded Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) Tech Affiliate status
TenderSpace

(www.thetenderspace.com),

the

free

digital

project

management, procurement and collaboration platform for property and
construction professionals, has announced it is the first technology platform of
its type to become affiliated with the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors
(RICS) and to be awarded the prestigious ‘Tech Affiliate’ status.
Easy and intuitive to use, TenderSpace provides a comprehensive set of free
cloud based tools that allow people involved in, or considering, a construction
project of any scale, to plan, design, procure and build easily and
successfully. The majority of the management, search and collaborative tools
on TenderSpace are free for anyone to use, and those looking to grow their
business can use additional search functions at a fraction of the cost of similar
services.
RICS accredits and regulates 125,000 qualified and trainee professionals
within the land, property and construction industry around the world. It also
maintains the highest educational and professional standards, protects clients
and consumers via a strict code of ethics and provides impartial advice and
guidance.
“We are delighted to have been awarded Tech Affiliate status by the RICS as
we believe TenderSpace will provide significant value to any Chartered
Surveyor and property professional,” explains David Stapleton, Founder and
CEO of TenderSpace. “Our industry has historically been slow to embrace

technological advancements but I believe that platforms and software like
ours are on the cusp of creating the “Big Bang” for construction.
“We are forging crucial partnerships, such as this one with RICS, as more
industry associations and regulatory bodies see the value in the collaborative
nature of TenderSpace and the opportunities and transparency it delivers for
its members.”
For more details on TenderSpace visit: www.thetenderspace.com
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Editor’s Notes:
Launched in 2016, TenderSpace is based upon a concept conceived by its founder David
Stapleton, that many of the processes inherent in the property and construction industries can
be simplified and improved upon.
TenderSpace simplifies and streamlines many of the complex and costly processes
associated with property and construction related projects, opening up access to new
opportunities and improving transparency and efficiency within the industry.
Based in Poole, Dorset, the TenderSpace team has more than 50 years of property and
construction experience.

